
One system, 
endless solutions

The evolution of a CD Based Training Program with physical resources and manual distribution to a fully 
automated, online, cloud-based solution for Swim Coaches, Teachers and Staff

Case Study: ASCTA
Digital Transformation of Australian Swimming 
Coaches and Teachers Association’s Training and 
Teaching Methodologies 



Why

Where

Who

What

The Australian Swimming Coaches and Teachers 

Association (ASCTA) and Swim Australia are the peak 

body for swimming Coaches, Teachers and Swim 

Schools in Australia.

They have a range of priorities for the further 
development of learn-to-swim programs, the swim 
safety industry, and the sport of swimming. ASCTA is 
a not for profit special interest group dedicated to 
providing service to its Members.

Whilst their core business is based in Australia, ASCTA 
and Swim Australia has members throughout the 
world and delivers conferences, resources, courses 
and services overseas.

ASCTA had some key challenges with their training 

processes which were having significant affect on 

their business. Without implementing a solution to 

these challenges, their business would stall or even 

go backward – Worse, their RTO (Registered Training 

Organisation) status may have been compromised.

Client Profile
ASCTA
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ASCTA Challenges

such as CD-Rom and physical 

handbooks

in the manual process of 

enrolment and training

for student qualifications due 

to dated technology

from the program due to 

difficult processes

• A need to modernise

learning and development 

curriculum

• Implement an online 

training aspect for learning

• A need to make a more 

efficient completion and 

assessment process

• Improve overall customer 

experience

• Improved process and 

training materials will 

encourage students to 

complete qualifications

• Required a digital solutions 

to reduce the potential lost 

of documentation

• Streamline process

• Update materials

• Improve Curriculum
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The Mission

Design an enterprise wide,  fully automated training and 

development product which transforms the organisation’s 

end to end processes by: 

• Removing the need for physical course handbooks     

and CD-Roms.

• Automating and streamlining the student enrolment 

process including the payment of the course

• Automating and streamlining the presenter’s intent to 

host an event and ASCTA’s subsequent approval of the 

event

• Automating and streamlining ongoing expressions of 

interest for those who wish to become a presenter for 

ASCTA

• Automating Workshop Event registration, compliance 

reporting and recording workshop attendance
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Our Solution
We worked with ASCTA to understand their current workflows and bottlenecks in their 

processes. Knowing the bottlenecks and where the physical aspects of the processes were, 

we were able to build bespoke solutions within the dita Platform.  

dita Forms
Transform enrolment requirements 

for both students and presenters to 

a set of online forms that capture 

this information automatically. 

Build automated workflows within 

the system that directs the 

information to the right people in 

ASCTA.

Allows for approval or reassigns the 

form back to the submitter for 

additional information to be 

gathered

dita Events
Automatically create an Event 

through the dita Platform once a 

form with an intent to present an 

event has been approved by ASCTA

Automatically create a registration 

link for presenters to promote to 

their students

Integrate Stripe Payments to collect 

and process payments from the 

students to the presenters and 

ASCTA. 

Automatically stores registration 

details and provides cloud-based 

reporting for presenters to mark 

and report on attendance

dita Learning
Transfer the CD-Rom training and 

handbook content into our LMS

Create interactive training 

materials including video, 

quizzes, and assessments 

Training can be accessed 

anywhere and anytime after 

enrolment – no need to wait to 

have items posted and delivered
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Our Implementation 
Presenter Course Process

Complete Course 
Application

Promote 
Workshop

Received Course 
Kits

Assess Student 
Enrolment

Print Student 
Attendance Sheet

Ensure all 
students are 

enrolled with dita

Check student ID 
matches 

enrollment

Follow Presenter 
Guide to cover 
course content

Mark Student 
attendance

Complete 
Workshop Record 

Form

Follow-up 
students to ensure 

they progress 
through 

assessment tasks
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Our Implementation 
Student Course Process

Receives theory, 
enrolment, course 

& trainer 
evaluation forms

Complete 
Enrollment Form

Complete Theory

Attend and be 
marked

competent at 
workshop

Complete on 
the job training

Complete 
Accumulative 

Training Record

Upload 
Accreditation 

paperwork

Wait for 
accreditation 

approval email
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Receive 
notification of 
accreditation 
paperwork 

required

Upload required 
documentation

Receive approval 
email

Receive Certificate 
via email
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The Results

Eliminated Carbon Footprint

Transforming to paperless has reduced 

waste, filing cabinets and storage solutions, 

reducing ASCTA’s environmental impact

Increased Revenue

Increasing both the registration and 

completions of courses and events 

increased the ongoing revenue for ASCTA 

Increased Registration

Participants and presenter registration 

and completions increase from 

streamlined process

Enhanced Reputation

The innovation  and ease of access for 

presenters and students has enhanced 

the reputation of ASCTA in the industry

Avetmiss Reporting

A national data standard which ensures the 

consistency and accuracy VET information 

and covers the national VET data collections

Reduced Expenses

Eliminating physical assets, thus 

removing the cost of man hours and 

asset distribution has reduced expenses 
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dita Solutions continue to work together to innovate and 

develop new and advanced technologies to transform 

the way the swimming industry recruits, trains and 

develops their industry personnnel.     

What’s Next for ASCTA

App Based CRM Development

dita Solutions is collaborating with ASCTA 

to develop an App Based CRM from 

scratch to continue to innovate the user 

experience and development pathways 

for ASCTA’s coaches, teachers, and swim 

schools. 

dita Catalog

Building an online module and course 

catalog to make ASCTA’s training 

methodologies more accessible and to 

increase revenue based on additional 

training sales
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“dita has provided ASCTA with game changing 

technological opportunities. They listen to our 

requirements and collaborate on effective solutions. 

We love working with dita”

Sally McKitrick: Professional Development Manager
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